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Abstract
Mechanisms are proposed for updating beliefs at nodes in
probabilistic inference networks, taking into account the
time points associated with observations and decisions.
Simple models with few parameters are proposed,
addressing dependence on exact time points as well as time
delays before final belief computation. These models are
general enough to accommodate applications whose
characteristics differ with respect to how the reliability of
information ages with time.

Introduction

Information fusion in the context of decision-making
scenarios has received much attention, e.g., see Varshney
(1997). Several network topologies have been considered,
e.g., parallel, serial, hierarchical, etc.. All of these
topologies are special cases of a network or a graph.
In this paper, we focus our attention on a general
inferencing network where information and evidence
propagates through the network that carries out
information fusion and inferencing.

In most of the work thus far, fusion of synchronous
information has been considered. However, asynchronous
information fusion problems arise in many applications,
where observations or decisions from multiple sources
arrive at processing nodes at different points in time, with
possible delays introduced by the communication network
as well. The task becomes complex due to the need to
perform uncertainty update calculations as well as to
consider the points in time when observations and
decisions are made. In many problems, the reliability of
information available from observations steadily degrades,
so that computations performed with static conditional
probabilities are incorrect. It is often useful to adopt the
principle of "separation of concerns" to address such
problems, performing temporal analysis first, then
applying fusion or uncertainty combination algorithms
appropriate to the task at hand.

Many problems are best modeled using networks
(graphs) with uncertainty information associated with
various nodes, where relations between nodes are
represented using annotated edges in the network. Pearl
(1988) and other researchers have developed efficient
inference algorithms to update beliefs of nodes in
probabilistic inference networks when new information
arrives from neighboring nodes. In representing such
networks, the direction of an edge often denotes a causal
link, not the direction of propagation of evidence. These
algorithms are well-founded and applicable to many real
life problems. However, in several practical applications,
it is also important for belief update procedures to account
for the time when observations and decisions are made.

For example, in a multisensor command and control
environment, mobile observers with different reliability
characteristics may send in multiple reports at different
points in time, reflecting the reality that the target being
observed is itself dynamically changing in position,
velocity, and other observable or inferrable characteristics.
More recently arriving information is expected to be more
reliable than earlier information. In some cases, the
reliability of evidence may be high, but its relevance to the
task at hand may have degraded due to time delays.
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Figure 1. Problem of inferring locations of mobile
vehicles based on reports from multiple observers
generated at different times
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Figure 1 illustrates the model of a decision-making
problem in a battlefield context: the goal is to infer the
current location of multiple vehicles, based on the reports
of various observers who draw their conclusions based on
various sensor readings; some sensor readings may be
accessible to multiple observers. Observer reports may
include location and velocity information, and carry
different timestamps. The observers themselves may be
making inferences, e.g., recognizing patterns from the
pixels lighted on their screens that depict possible vehicle
tracks.

The final decision-maker is interested in drawing
conclusions about the present state of the world, not just
about the state at previous instants when observer reports
become available. However, it is not necessary for the
network to contain explicit nodes representing hypotheses
corresponding to every instant or interval, as proposed in
earlier work. The human user has no reason to worry
about the posterior probabilities associated with observer
reports at later times, nor should the user be burdened by
the computations associated with nodes at time points
intervening between the observer report times and the time
at which a decision needs to be made.

Additional complexity is introduced in heterogeneous
sensing environments by the possibility that the reliability
of information from different observers decays at different
rates; there may even be certain observers who supply
information whose reliability does not decay at all. It
would hence be useful to have a general model for time-
dependent updates of beliefs associated with nodes in
inference networks, characterized by a few parameters that
can be obtained based on expert information or adapted
on-the-fly as the system is being used.

This paper develops such a model. Elements of the
conditional probability matrices are modified using the
concatenation of a linear and an exponentially decaying
function, such that information that has aged significantly
is eventually ignored; the definition of what is an "old"
observation is problem-dependent.

Related Work

In directed Bayesian Inference Networks (formulated and
studied extensively by Judea Pearl and other researchers),
abbreviated as networks in the rest of this discussion, the
belief (i.e., posterior probability taking all available
evidence into account) at each node is updated whenever
information from an adjacent node arrives, modulated by
the matrix of conditional probabilities between those two
nodes. Each node sends messages to each of its
predecessors (parents) in the directed graph, capturing all
the evidence from the part of the network reachable only
through the sender; in addition, a different set of clearly
distinguished messages are also sent to its successors
(children). Each node’s beliefs are computed using the

messages received from its parents and children,
constituting an efficient belief propagation mechanism for
acyclic networks. Special techniques using cliques and
conditioning methods have also been proposed to handle
networks containing cycles. For more details, the reader
is referred to Pearl (1988) or Castillo et al. (1997).

Temporal issues in probabilistic inference networks
have recently been addressed by a few researchers, mostly
in contexts that do not consider the precise time associated
with an observation. Markov models are frequently used,
with new observations superseding previous ones from the
same observer, so that time enters computations only with
respect to the relative time ordering of observations from
the same observer.

Dean and Kanazawa (1989) use survivor functions 
represent changing beliefs. Berzuini (1990) reasons about
causality in Bayesian networks, considering time periods
of interest as random variables. Kanazawa (1990)
proposes discrete time nets that encode the probability of
facts and events over time. Kjaerulff (1992) presents 
computational scheme for reasoning about dynamic
systems using probabilistic networks, and Kjaerulff (1995)
proposes dynamic time-sliced Markovian networks in
which several time slices together constitute a time
window. Several of these approaches maintain multiple
copies of nodes and connections in a static inference
network, with connections from copies associated with
earlier time slices to copies associated with later time
slices.

From the non-probabilistic perspective, causation,
change and temporal considerations have been addressed
by several researchers such as Shoham (1988). Hanks and
McDermott (1994) were among the first to consider the
complexity introduced by the combination of probabilistic
and temporal reasoning. Santos and Young (1999)
propose Probabilistic Temporal Networks whose arcs
represent temporal relationships between nodes.
However, the problem addressed by them is different from
our primary concern.

In target tracking applications, it is common to compute
an updated estimate as a weighted combination of prior
estimates and observations, e.g., via Kalman filtering, in
order to diminish the effect of problems caused by noise
and outliers in data; no other explicit modeling of
temporal effects is carried out. In this context, Bar-
Shalom (2001) has examined the issue of asynchronous
time-dependent updating, given that measurements from
observers may arrive out of sequence. Such an approach,
however, is not formulated in the context of Bayesian
networks where reasoning over chains of interconnected
nodes is required.

Tawfik and Neufeld (1996) analyze the degeneration 
relevance of information with time using a Markov chain
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representation and a degree of relevance measure called
temporal extraneousness, and prune time-sliced Bayesian
networks by identifying the portion of event history
affecting the time instant of interest. Tawfik and Barrie
(1999) present an empirical quantitative study of the
degeneration of relevance in time-sliced Belief Networks,
estimating an upper bound on the relevance time. Tawfik
and Neufeld (1994, 2000) have modeled probabilities 
functions of time, where such transfer functions are
obtained by prior problem-specific analysis. Our work
also models conditional probabilities as functions of time,
proposing models that are suitable for applications
characterized by evidence from observers whose reliability
or relevance decreases with time. Our proposal extends
the notion of transfer functions, using absolute time of
observations as well as time intervals for conditional
probability updates. We also address the task of carrying
out efficient belief updates based on absolute time of
observations as well as the time interval that has elapsed
since the observation was first made.

The next section presents the proposed conditional
probability update functions. This is followed by a
discussion of examples that cover specific cases, and
issues relating to the propagation of information among
nodes in the inference network. Concluding remarks then
follow.

Updating Conditional Probabilities

We address the goal of combining uncertainty information
arriving at different instants of time, providing adequate
mechanisms to handle possibly conflicting evidence
arriving at different known points in time. We discuss
how conditional probabilities are to be updated taking into
account the timestamp associated with observations as
well as the time point at which belief computation is to be
carried out.

Our approach modifies the conditional probability so
that extremely old messages may be considered worthless,
depending on the application, i.e., a node’s belief may not
be influenced by information whose timestamp
substantially precedes the time at which belief is to be
updated. However, there exist problems in which some
information is "timeless," i.e., completely reliable and
relevant for indefinite periods of time, or at least until
another observation is reported by the same source. Hence
the update process must use functions with a few
parameters tuned using characteristics of the specific
application. This also allows for the possibility of noisy or
slow communication links between some nodes of a
network. What is "too old" depends on the problem; a
trivial choice of parameter values can be used to ensure
that timestamp information is ignored: this special case is
equivalent to network models in general use.

Choice of Temporal Update Function

For simplicity, we assume discrete binary hypotheses, and
consider a small network containing two nodes, with a
causal connection from node B to node A. Without loss of
generality, the name of the node is also used to refer to the
binary hypothesis or event associated with that node.

A message from node A, carrying the timestamp tA
(indicating when the information was obtained or
computed by A), arrives at node B, whose belief must be
updated at time tB. We now address extending the
classical belief update algorithms. We generalize the static
conditional probability P(BIA) to the time-dependent
conditional probability P(B: tBI A: tA), defined as the
probability of B at time tB, givenA at time tA. In the
general case where multiple neighbors A 1 ..... An in the
network send messages to B, the expression becomes
P(B:tBIAI : tA1, A2: tA2, .... An: tAn).

Although the original network contains only two nodes,
time delays implicitly introduce an additional node, as
sketched in Figure 2 below, though one need not explicitly
construct a network containing all such nodes. Delays at
A as well as in communication channels are accounted for
in the update functions given below. If a significant time
delay is associated with the causation process itself, then
the node in the middle may have to be labeled B:(tA-
delay) instead ofB:tA, a detail we ignore in this paper.

Figure 2. Causal network from which a conclusion about
B at time tB must be based on observation of A at time tA

Using "~" to denote negation, the conditional
independence properties P (B : tB I B : tA, A : tA )=P (B : tB I B : tA 
and P(B:tB]-B:tA, A:tA)=P(B:tBI-B:tA) implicit in the
above graph imply

P(B:tBIA:tA)= P(B:tBIB:tA) . P(B:tAIA:tA) 
P(B:tBI-B:tA) . P(~B:tAIA:tA) ..... (Eq. 1).

Note that the causal relationships in Figure 2 preclude
writing the equation using A :tB instead of B:tA.

Time may play a role in two different respects:
¯ the absolute time associated with the observation (A)

and the decision (B), respectively; and
¯ the delay from the timestamp to the time at which

belief in B must be updated.
These two cases and their combination are discussed
below.
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1. Absolute Case:

In some applications, the precise time of observation
affects its reliability or relevance. The relevant
conditional probability must be modified to take into
account the nature of the scenario at the time
corresponding to the observation. Similarly, the prior
probability of a hypothesis may also be a function of time,
so that P(B:tB) differs from P(B:tA).

Assuming that absolute times are important, P(B: tBI B:
tA) = h(P(B:tB), tA, tB), not expected to depend on
P(B:tA) in practical applications. One simple choice of the
function is h(b, tA, tB)= b.K(tA, tB) + (1-K(tA, tB)) 
0 _<K(tA, tB) _<1. For example, for an event hypothesized
to be periodic, such as a reconnaissance activity, the
function K may drop to zero when tA approximately
equals tB (modulo the relevant period such as a day or 
week), and remain close to 1 for other values of tA, tB.

A given static conditional probability P(B[A) may be
interpreted to be the conditional probability averaged over
all time; the time-dependent version of this may be written
P(B:tAIA:tA) = P(B[A).(1-L(tA)) + P(B:tB).L(tA), where

O_<L(t)_< 1, i.e., the true conditional probability lies
somewhere between the relevant prior and the static
conditional probabilities. This can be used in computing
P(B:tBIA:tA) from equation 1.

For example, when visual observations are important,
the prior probabilities may be functions of time, e.g., since
an attack may be less likely to be launched in daylight
than in the dark. Observations in late evenings would be
considered less reliable than similar observations made in
better visibility conditions. L may be defined to be:

(a) approximately 1 for periods of zero visibility
(e.g., when t>8PM and t<4AM);

Co) approximately 0 in periods of very good visibility,
(c) and a linear function of time in other periods.

1

/

P(BIA) 

P(B:tAIA:tA) 

P(&tB)[

Figure 3.

/

t

tA

Absolute case: visual observation example

P(B: tA[ -A:tA) has an analogous definition, though a
different L(t) function may be appropriate, depending on
the application. For example, in darkness, the negative
observation (that nothing is seen) would be less reliable
than the positive observation (that something is seen), 
that L(t) would then be higher for -A than forA.

2. Relative Case:

In some applications, time is to play a role in belief update
computations only with respect to the time interval
between the computations made at nodes A and B,
respectively. A message from A, timestamped tA, arrives
at B, and the belief at B is to be computed at time tB; the
conditional probability update function in this case
depends only on tB-tA, not on the absolute value of tA or
tB. ,

In this subsection, we assume that the prior
probabilities do not change with time, i.e., P(B)= P(B:tA)
= P(B:tB) for all B, tA, tB. We also assume that the static
conditional probabilities are not mere averages, but hold
whenever the antecedent and consequent are considered at
the same time, i.e., P(B:tBIA:tB) = P(B:tA [A:tA), although
these will in general differ from P(B:tBIA:tA). These are
reasonable assumptions in many problems; omitting these
assumptions results in longer algebraic expressions.

Now we may write
P(B:tBIA:tA)= P(B:tBIB:tA). P(B:tA [A:tA) 

P(B:tBI-B:tA). P(-B:tA [A:tA)
= P(BIA). (P(B:tBIB:tA) - P(B:tBI -B:tAJ)

+ P(B:tB[ -B:tA)
Let F1, F2 be functions such that P(B:tBIB:tA)=FI(P(B),
tB-tA) and P(~B:tBI-B:tA)=F2(P(-B), tB-tA).
Assuming that the time delay influences both B and -B in
the same manner, we may use the same function F to
denote F1 as well as F2, yielding the following equation.
P (B: tBIA : tA)= P (B]A). (F(P (B), 

+ F(1- P(B), tB-tA) 
+ (1- F(1- P(B), tB-tAJ)

-P(B[A).F(P(B), tB-tA) 
(1- P(BIA)). (1-F(1- P(B), 

The appropriate choice of function F must satisfy the
following constraint due to the prior probability:

P(B)= P(B:tBIB:tA).P(B:tA) 
P(B:tBI-B:tA).P(-B:tA),

= P(B).F(P(B), tB-tA) + (1-P(B)).(1-F(1-P(B), 

Defining G(u,v) = 1 -F(u,v) to simplify the equations,
we obtain
G(P(B), tB-tA)/G(1- P(B), tB-tA) =(1- P(B))/ 
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The function G must be decomposable into the product of
functions of its two arguments, since tB-tA is independent
of the value of P(B). The simplest choice is

G(x,y) = (l-x). M(y),
where the choice of function M depends on how time delay
influences relevance of evidence for drawing a conclusion.

Function M must be general enough to account for
several cases that may arise in the same application: some
observations may always be reliable, others lose their
reliability with time at different rates, and others may be
reliable for a fixed period of time after which they become
unreliable. To model all these cases using only a few
parameters, we propose to use a concatenation of a linear
functionfwith an exponentially decaying function g.

The linear function is limited to an "early" period
when the message timestamp is not very old relative to the
time at which the receiving node’s belief is computed.
The important parameters are:
¯ time T + tA at which the transition occurs fromf to

g, where O_<T;
¯ the value q of the function at time T+tA, which may

be specified directly or using a weight parameter w
such that q=w P(B)+(1-w), where O<w<l; and

¯ an exponential decay coefficient d (where O_~d),
which may also be determined by interpolation, e.g.,
by specifying a time point at which the function is
valued (q+ P(B))/2.

Then the time-varying conditional probability
P(B: tBI B: tA)= f(q, tB-tA, ift B-tA<T, and

g(q, P(B), tB-tA-T, otherwise,
where we propose the functions

f(q,t,T) = 1 - (1-q)t/T
and g(q,b,t,d) = q + (b-q) exp(-d/t).

P(B:tBIB:tA)
q

P(B) .................

0 T tB-tA
Figure 4. Relative Case (plotting conditional probability
vs. time delay)

3. Combined case:
Observations from some sources may depend on the
absolute time of the observation as well as the time delay
until computations need to be performed at the receiving
center. Such cases are modeled by modifying the
parameters of functionsfand g above to include the
functions from the Absolute case, as follows:

P(B: tBI B: tA)= f(q(P(BIA), tA, tB), tB-tA, 
if tB-tA <T, and

g(q(P(BIA), tA, tB), P(B:tB), tB-tA-T, 
otherwise, where q(x, tA, tB)= c. P(B:tB) + (1-c) h(x, 

tB) for some 0_~ c_~1.

Examples: Relative Case

o Time Independent computations: The timestamp
information may be irrelevant for some
observations. This is modeled by setting T to
infinity, and by forcing the linear functionfto be
a constant function, with q= P(BIA).

2. Finite lnterval of Reliability: In some
applications, an observation may be completely
reliable for a finite amount of time, after which
its reliability decreases. This is modeled by
forcingfto be a constant, with q: P(BIA), but
setting T to be some finite value.

P(B: tB[ B: tA)
f

1
~

P~B)..............................................................................................~

tB-tA
Figure 5. Finite lnterval of Evidence Reliability

3. Evidence expiration: Another special case is when
the observation becomes completely unreliable after a
specified period of time.

P(B: tBI B: tA

P

Figure 6.
interval

tB-tA
Evidence ignored after a specified

.
Immediate exponential decay: We may set the
parameter T=O, so that the reliability of the
observation begins to decay immediately.

q=l

P(B: tBI B: tA)

P(B)

tB-tA
Figure Z Immediate Exponential Decay
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The coefficient d may be set to a very small (positive)
value, so that the function g rapidly approaches P(B).
Conversely, the function g may be chosen to remain close
to q, with little change in reliability for a large period of
time, by setting coefficient d to a large value.

Evidence Propagation in Belief Networks

This section discusses how the above conditional
probability updates may be used in practical applications
for probabilistic inference in inference networks.

The methodology remains essentially the same as that
of Pearl (1988), with a few new considerations related 
the introduction of time into the information propagation
model. At each non-evidential node (at which there is no
direct interaction with the environment), the belief is
computed using messages received from all adjacent
nodes, modulated by the conditional probabilities
associated with the corresponding edges in the network,
making the conditional independence assumptions used in
constructing the network model.

The next question to be answered is how time-
dependent information is to propagated across the
network. For example, consider the simple three-node
network shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Three-node network, belief at C to be updated

Assume that first an observation from A, timestamped
tA, is received by B at time tB. B updates its belief using
the time-dependent update functions described in earlier
sections, and transmits the same to C, based upon which C
updates its own belief also at time tB, with the B-C
communication and computations presumed to occur
instantaneously. We call C a "user interface node," whose
belief is queried by a human user of the system.

If a user querying the system at node C needs
information at a later time tU>tB, the belief at C needs to
be recomputed since the observation at A may have
become less reliable than at time tB. We note that updates
may be performed at any time by C, due to the following
result, given tC>tU>tB:
P(C:tCIC:tU)P(C:tUIB:tB) 

P(C:tCI-C:tU)P(-C:tUIB:tB)
= P(C:tCIC.’tB)P(C:tBIB:tB) 

P(C:tCI-C:tB)P(-C:tBIB:tB).

This result, whose proof is straightforward, implies that C
may be updated whenever needed, possibly at successive
points when information is needed by the user from C,

without yielding any inconsistency. It does not matter
even if C is not assumed to possess knowledge regarding
the rule describing the conditional probability update
associated with the link from A to B in the network.

Intermediate Computations

Conditional probabilities associated with links between
non-evidential nodes need not be subject to time-
dependent updates: the time of computation by a
neighboring node should be irrelevant, unlike the time of
observation of an external phenomenon. Thus, reasonable
update rules must satisfy a desirable property that may be
described as Irrelevance of Intermediate Computation
Time (IICT):

If a node C receives a message from a node B that is
not itself an evidential node, i.e., if B merely propagates
the effect of evidence from other nodes to C, then the
belief computed at C should be the same irrespective of
when B computed its own belief, as long as such
computation by B occurs after relevant evidence has been
communicated to B.

This property implies, for example, that the update rule
must satisfy the equality
P(C: tC [ B:O = P(C: tCIB: tC), for any t such that
max(timestamps associated with evidential messages
before tC that must be propagated from B to C)<_ t_~ tC,
assuming no communication delays.

For update rules that do not satisfy the IlCT property, a
measure of the deviation from this property may be
computed to determine whether the update rule is
reasonably satisfactory in a specific application. IrA is the
evidence node and C is the node at which belief is to be
computed, with evidence from A propagating through B to
C, then we may compare the extreme results obtained by
assuming that B performs its computations

(i) at tB=tA and
(ii) at tB=tC,

respectively. If the difference is small enough for the
conditional probabilities and time differences being
considered relevant to the application, then the update rule
can be considered satisfactory.

Lazy Evaluation

For minimizing the amount of computation performed, a
useful computational model is that of "lazy evaluation":
computation by B is to be carded out only when node C
requests the latest belief of B, given the most recent
observations at A. Similarly, the conditional probability
associated with an edge incident on an evidential node
(receiving direct observations from the external
environment) also does not require time-dependent
updates until an observation is actually made at that node.
We may imagine the inference network hanging from the
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wall with a nail at the user interface node, and each node
queries nodes "below" it for more information.

It can be shown that the lazy approach does satisfy the
IICT property.

If evidential nodes do not supply new information to the
nodes adjacent to them, then the time-dependent update
rules described in earlier sections are invoked, and the
beliefs and updated conditional probabilities are
propagated to the user interface node. Multiple user
interface nodes may exist, e.g., beliefs associated with two
nodes may be required simultaneously by the user: we may
imagine the network being hung on the wall with one nail
at each user interface node, suggesting a straightforward
procedure that avoids repeated computations needed to
update the beliefs associated with multiple user interface
nodes.

Although some of the generality of the distributed
model of Pearl’s inference networks is lost, this is not
likely to be a major restriction in practical applications
where users query the system at a small number of
prespecified nodes. For instance, a physician may only be
interested in the beliefs associated with disease
hypotheses, not with intermediate nodes in the network
used to model the problem. Similarly, a military
commander may only be interested in the posterior
probability associated with the hypothesis that a target or
enemy vehicle is present at a certain location, not in the
probabilities associated with all the nodes in the network.
In systems that require explanations to be generated,
however, it may be necessary to consider each node as a
potential user interface node.

Non-Lazy Belief Updating

For some applications, the models described in the
previous sections may be simplified with resulting
computational efficiency in belief maintenance. Time-
dependent updates may be restricted to edges between
non-evidential nodes, e.g., by associating each edge in the
network with a decay constant k, where O<k<l, with the
extreme values 0 and 1 representing immediate and no
decay, respectively. The belief at each node decays steadily
using k as a fixed multiplicative constant, e.g.,

P(C:tC+ IIB: tB) = k. P(C:tCIB:tB) + (1-k).P(C)
for tC>tB, so that

P(C:tC+nlB: tB) = Id. P(C:tCIB:tB) + (1-1d).P(C),
where
P(C:tBIB:tB)= P(CIB),
and P(C:tB-nlB:tB)=P(C), for all n>O.

In the corresponding computational model, node C
merely needs to remember when it had most recently
updated the conditional probabilities and beliefs, and what
those values were, in addition to the static information

regarding its prior probability and the static conditional
probability. After a time interval of n, assuming no other
evidence has arrived, the new belief (posterior probability,
given the observation received earlier from A) computed at
node C is

k’. (earlier belief at (2) + (1-1d).P(C),
making the usual conditional independence assumption
that C depends on A only through the mediation of B.

The constant decay update rule proposed above does
satisfy the IICT property mentioned earlier if the same
decay constant is assumed for each connection, but not
otherwise. For instance, the property would not be
satisfied if evidence reliability is decayed more rapidly at
B than at C.

Concluding Remarks

This paper has presented a methodology for accounting for
the time at which observations are made, in the context of
belief computation and propagation in probabilistic
inference networks. As a consequence of the time-
dependent updates of conditional probabilities, more
recent external observations influence the belief at the
non-evidential node to a greater extent than less recent
observations.

The update functions in this paper have been proposed
with the goal of being applicable to commonly expected
variations of practical problems in a reasonable manner,
simultaneously attempting to be parsimonious in terms of
the overall number of function parameters. However, the
overall approach proposed here may be implemented using
update functions that differ in details from the proposals
in this paper. For instance, some applications may be
satisfactorily solved by omitting the linear functions
altogether. On the other hand, more reference points may
be available for other problems for which update function
models with more parameters may be appropriate, e.g.,
using quadratics instead of linear functions, or using a
concatenation of three functions instead of two.

This paper has addressed only a limited part of the full
problem involving multiple vehicles and observers that are
not conditionally independent (cf. Figure 1). We have
also restricted discussion to directed acyclic graph models.
Future work includes extensions to undirected graph
models and networks containing cycles, broadly following
the standard approaches suggested by various researchers.
With the clique graph approach to resolving cycles, for
instance, time-based updating may first be performed
within each clique, followed by propagation between
cliques.
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Current work also includes validation of the proposed
model against practical problems arising in command and
control environments. However, we caution that
successful application of the methodology of probabilistic
inference networks depends on the accurate modeling of
the conditional probability relationships between entities
of the real life problem, e.g., the existence of separate
observers does not imply their independence in a
probabilistic sense, since they may be observing the same
phenomenon.

The causal model often determines the causal
relationships between hypotheses that differ only in the
time associated with the appropriate node in the network.
In Figure 1, for instance, it is presumed that the causal
connection exists between the location nodes that have a
temporal relationship, but not among nodes that may
represent sensor readings at different times; it is hence
unnecessary to represent the latter nodes explicitly in the
network.

Finally, in systems that provide feedback, parameters of
the update functions may be obtained by invoking a
learning procedure, e.g., neural network learning or
regression. This would allow going beyond the
parsimonious update functions discussed in this paper.
Parameter values for the functions mentioned in the
earlier sections ~ g, h) may also be obtained or tuned by a
knowledge elicitation procedure asking the user or human
expert to judge the relative importance of time in belief
updates.
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